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methods, and a set of five are chosen in each case thatThe Protein Surface
show global quality criteria (R, Rfree) and global averagesIs a Moving Target of local criteria (geometry, all-atom clashes, and per-
centage of Ramachandran or rotamer outliers) at least
as good as for the original PDB coordinates. Usually the
ensemble R factors were found to be lower than thoseA clear wake-up call that we need to improve the crys-
for either the individual or the original models. Thus,tallographic treatment of partial disorder is provided
each of these alternative models is an equally goodby DePristo, de Bakker, and Blundell (2004) in the May
representation of the structure. Yet they differ quite sub-issue of Structure.
stantially from one another, especially on the surface
and at lower resolutions. It is difficult to avoid the conclu-
This paper by DePristo et al. (2004) is a watershed treat- sion that accuracy is lower and heterogeneity greater
ment of a problem that has been recognized in some than is usually estimated.
earlier work (Ohlendorf, 1994; Mowbray et al., 1999; Several examples are shown in Figure 1. (A) shows
Kleywegt, 1999; Vitkup et al., 2002), but never before Asp 1 in 1AAC at 1.3 A˚ resolution, where the electron
analyzed in a sufficiently simple, general, and unbiased density ends in a quite rounded blob but only a single
form to demand the attention both of practicing crystal- conformation was originally fit. (B) shows Arg 41 in 1G35
lographers and of the general community using such at 1.8 A˚, where the electron density almost disappears
structures. The dynamic nature of protein structures, beyond C and there surely must be more than two
especially pronounced at the molecular surface, has different conformations. I would argue that those multi-
long been recognized from theoretical calculations, from ple conformations must all be rotameric in such cases,
NMR and other spectroscopic data, and even from crys- where there are no interactions that could hold the side
tallography itself, as epitomized by the recent 0.66 A˚ chain out of its local energy minima. (C), from 9ILB at
resolution structure of aldose reductase (Howard et al., 2.3 A˚ resolution, is a reminder that large sections of
2004), where 99 of the 314 side chains and substantial these structures are extremely well-ordered and accu-
regions of backbone show alternate conformations. rately determined.
For protein structures at more typical resolution, how- The take-home lessons from this work are that there
ever, this recognition produces a difficult dilemma: the is a greater degree of heterogeneity and inaccuracy in
dynamic side chains simply disappear or become unin- protein crystal structures than usually acknowledged,
terpretable, and the data are definitely not sufficient to and that the crystallographic community would benefit
justify fitting multiple conformations. Sometimes such from adopting methods better able to recognize and
atoms are omitted, which is a reasonable decision but represent that heterogeneity even at moderate resolu-
causes difficulties for users. Most often the crystallog- tions. The present version of RAPPER is well equipped
to demonstrate and even quantify this problem, but israpher (or, in some cases now, the automated routine)
not yet ready for routine use in refinement because itchooses a single conformation that intersects at least
produces occasional residues with unreasonable back-some small peak of density and refines from there. With
bone or sidechain conformations. We look forward,luck, the result may sometimes match one of the real
however, to either an updated RAPPER or some similarconformations, but it never represents the real en-
routine that can support a more explicit treatment ofsemble.
protein conformational heterogeneity.To deal with this problem, DePristo et al. use their
RAPPER program (DePristo et al., 2003) to generate an
ensemble of starting models close to the PDB structure, Jane S. Richardson
within positive electron density, and obeying bond Department of Biochemistry
length, bond angle, Ramachandran, and rotamer crite- Duke University
Durham, North Carolina 27710ria. Those models are then refined by quite standard
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Figure 1. Example Side Chains from the DePristo et al. (2004)
Shows the starting PDB structure (purple), the 5 alternative models (cyan), and the 2Fo  Fc electron density contours.
(A) Asp 1 from 1AAC amicyanin, with rounded density for the terminal carboxyl.
(B) Arg 41 from 1G35 HIV protease, with very little density past C.
(C) Phe 42 and Leu 10 in the interior of 9ILB interleukin 1, showing tightly defined model ensembles. The lower density contour (gray) is at
1.2  in (C), and at 0.8  in (A) and (B). Images produced in KiNG (Davis et al., 2004).
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